
Bonads painting
was a form of painted decoration for the home with 
simple, naive stories on handwoven linen or on rag 
paper, often with biblical motifs. 
Today, they give us a glimpse of everyday life in rural 
Småland and Halland and the surroundings. Bonad 
painting had its biggest popularity between 1750 and 
1850.

Painting surface
The canvas prepares with gesso at least 2 times.

Gesso
is a mixture of chalk with egg, but 
sometimes there are also other 
substances mixed into it to give a 
white, smooth and absorbent surfaces 
for painting. Nowadays, mostly acrylic 
gesso is used.

There is a painting of the studio of Carl 
Larsson with a bonad hanging on the 
wall, he writes about it:
”Along the panel is a frieze depicting 
the Savior’s life. It is a bonad from 
Halland, made during the last century, 
and showing all persons except 
Christus himself in the county’s clothes 
of that time. It has the same initial naiv 
style than any of Giotto’s frescoes 
but touches me even more . - These 
Swedish bonad paintings from the end 
of the last century, I have studied for a 
few years; This I freely admit!„



Color
In this version of egg tempera painting, yolk is used for 
binding the pigments.

Binder
Only the liquid of the yolk is used, the egg white and 
the membranes separates. The yolk is punctured 
gently and the liquid egg yolk is collected in a glass. 
Then you put a teaspoon of water per yolk. (maybe 2 
teaspoons in warm weather)
NOTE: If you only use the egg yolk and pigment (that 
means without water), then the paint can start to 
crack when dry.

Pigment
Natural pigments are grounded down by hand and 
smoothed out on a glass plate with a few drops of 
water.
Among the most common pigments that were 
available for bonad painters at that time were:

yellow ocker
red ocker 
raw sienna
burnt sienna
white
indigo

With these pigments, the characteristic color nuances 
could be mixed in their muted tones for bonad 
paintings.
Our modern technical industrial pigment have 
different colors that the old painters had no access to.

The amount of egg yolk determines how 
opaque / transparent / translucent the color looks on 
the canvas.
Mixing more egg yolk in pigments, means the color is 
getting more transparent.

Pigments 

Naturally occurring pigments such as ochres 

and iron oxides have been used as colorants 

since prehistoric times. Most of the pigments 

in use were earth and mineral pigments, or 

pigments of biological origin. Some colors were 

costly or impossible to mix with the range of 

pigments that were available. Blue and purple 

came to be associated with royalty because 

of their expense. The Industrial and Scientific 

Revolutions brought a huge expansion in the 

range of synthetic pigments, pigments that are 

manufactured or refined from naturally occurring 

materials, available both for manufacturing and 

artistic expression.



Sketching
Research has shown that bonad painters often used 
stencils to hold various shapes in the proper size of 
the whole painting. So it is possible to cut up your own 
stencils for patterns, animals or people.
Sketch the basic outline of your drawing on the canvas. 
Don’t forget some space for text, too.
When you are satisfied with the composition, you start 
to mix up a small batch of egg tempera paint and draw 
the outlines with a small brush. Then fill the outline 
with a single base color at a time or you can create 
patterns then glaze with translucent paint. 

Once dry, you can add patterns, structures or shining 
details by painting a second/third layer with a 
different color or with just yolk. Add a little water to 
your paint to make it runnier if necessary.  

NOTE! It is important to use water only to rinse the 
brushes. Afterwards dry your brush thoroughly before 
proceeding with the other color pigments in the yolk.

Towards the end, the old painters filled out all the 
empty spaces with different patterns such as flowers, 
lines, clouds, dots or waves etc. Study the originals to 
get ideas and let you imaginations fly!



Text
Text was a key part of a bonad painting. By writing 
some explanations, they could describe the scene they 
had painted and tell the story the painting was about. 
Use a ruler as a guide to get your text level and even.
They wrote what they had painted, often the name of 
the painter and the year.

Good luck with your bonad painting wishes 
Unnaryds bonadsmuseum

Additional information and facts on
www.bonadsmuseum.se

We also answer your questions about the 
bonad painting technique.
hembygdsforening@unnaryd.com

Special thanks to Sue Prince
www.sueprinceartist.co.uk


